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A simple theory to describe the volume phase transition of hydrated gels is presented. The theory takes a
coupling of the volume change and the dehydration of the gel chain into consideration. The change of the
excluded volume of chain segments with the dehydration is taken into account in evaluating the free energy of
the chain conformation. The mixing free energy of the hydrated and dehydrated chain segments is evaluated by
the quasichemical partition function method. The volume change is described as a function of the chemical
potential of water molecules. The theory reproduces well the temperature and NaCl salt additive induced
volume phase transition behavior ofN-propylacrylamide gel observed.@S1063-651X~96!05709-1#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Gg

I. INTRODUCTION

The swelling behavior of a polymer gel has attracted
much attention after finding the discontinuous volume reduc-
tion of poly-N-isopropylacrylamide gel~GNIPA! with an in-
crease in temperature@1#, which is regarded as the volume
phase transition. Before this finding, Dusˇek and Patterson@2#
theoretically investigated what condition of a gel induces
such a transition. They considered it on the basis of the
Flory-Huggins theory@3# and concluded that the volume
phase transition against the variation of a interaction param-
eter, thex parameter, occurs for the gel having an unreason-
ably high cross link concentration and absorbing a huge
amount of solvent molecules in the swelling state. The
theory predicted that the transition of a gel can occur under
strong tension, but not in the free-swelling case@2#. After
finding the GNIPA volume phase transition, the volume-
dependentx parameter has been introduced into the theory
@4# to explain the transition. In the theory, thex parameter
has been determined as a function of the volume fraction of
the gel chain by fitting the theoretical curve to the data@4#.
Prange, Hooper, and Prausnitz@5# have applied a qua-
sichemical partition function to elucidate thex-parameter
term. In their theory, the hydrogen bonding force and the
dispersion force of van der Waals type acting among chain
segments and water molecules were taken into account. The
volume transition of GNIPA was qualitatively reproduced by
the theoretical calculation with using the interaction param-
eters fitted to the experimental data on phase separation of
the poly~N-isopropylacrylamide! ~PNIPA! solution @5#.

The volume phase transition of GNIPA has been inten-
sively investigated from various points of view for the past
decade. The following two experiments suggest that the
deswelling of GNIPA is accompanied with the dehydration
of the gel chain. The application of the thermal analysis with
a differential scanning calorimeter to the GNIPA@6# has re-
vealed that the endothermic transition heat accompanied with
the volume phase transition of the gel is a value similar to
the heat of a coil-globule-like transition of PNIPA. The1H
spin-spin relaxation timeT2 of water molecules in the

PNIPA solution has exhibited a sharp change with tempera-
ture around the transition temperature@7#. These findings
indicate that the volume phase transition is somehow related
to the dehydration and hydration of the gel chain. The dehy-
dration of the gel chain causes the affinity reduction of the
chain segment to water molecules, which leads to the volume
reduction. The hydration~dehydration! state can be regarded
as the water binding~unbinding! state. The gel volume
should be a function of the binding degree of water mol-
ecules, which is generally described in terms of a thermody-
namic variable of the chemical potential of water molecules
in the aqueous phase. We have reported elsewhere that both
the additive concentration-dependent and the temperature-
dependent deswelling behaviors of GNIPA@8# can be de-
scribed in a unified manner in terms of the chemical potential
difference of water molecules from that at the transition@9#.
To describe the volume change behavior of a hydrophobic
gel such as GNIPA it is essential to take the effects of bind-
ing and unbinding of water molecules into consideration.

II. THEORY

The chain segments take two states: the water binding
state~h state! and the water unbinding state~d state!. The
affinity of the segment in theh state to water molecules is
greater than the affinity of the segment in theh state. A large
affinity leads to a smallx parameter. An excluded volume of
the segment is proportional to 122x according to the theory
of de Gennes@10#. A large excluded volume enlarges an
average end-to-end distance of one chain between the cross-
link pointsR, which leads to a large gel volume~since the
volume is;R3!. Therefore, the gel volume increases with an
increase in the binding degree of water molecules of the
chain segment. At the binding equilibrium of water mol-
ecules, the chemical potential difference between the seg-
ments in theh andd states equals the chemical potential of
water molecules in the bulk solution. The chemical potentials
of d andh states are strongly coupled to the conformational
free energy of the gel chain. The coupling of the binding
degree of the water molecule to the chain conformation is
taken into consideration in the present theory.*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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A. Free energy

The free energy per one chain of the system is written in
the form
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In Eq. ~1!, Gcf , Gm, andGW , respectively, are the free en-
ergy of the chain conformation, the mixing free energy of the
hydrated and dehydrated segments in the chain, and the free
energy of the water molecules. It should be mentioned that
Eq. ~2! is a formula of the de Gennes approximation@10# for
the conformational free energy of the polymer. The coopera-
tive binding of water molecules is taken into account in Eq.
~3!. The free energy for mixing the segments of theh andd
states in a chain is derived in Eq.~3! by using the quasi-
chemical method@11#. In Eq. ~2!, Vab , b, n0 , nh , andnd ,
respectively, are the volume mutually excluded by the seg-
ments in thea and b states, the unit segment length, the
number segments in one chain, the number of segments in
the h state, and the number of segments in thed state. In
Eqs.~3b! and ~3c! ea ande bc

n , respectively, are the intrinsic
energy of the segment in thea state and the interaction en-
ergy between the segments in theb andc states, which are
neighboring each other along the chain. The cooperativity
parameter is denoted byz in Eq. ~3b!. In Eq. ~4!, NW

0 , Nc ,
kh, andmW , respectively, are the total number of water mol-
ecules in the whole system, the number of chains in the gel,
the number of water molecules that are unbound from one
segment, which changes from theh state to thed state and
the chemical potential of water molecules. The Landau tem-
perature is denoted byT.

We write the excluded volume as

Vhh5h3b3~122xhh!,

Vdd5h3b3~122xdd!, ~5!
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In Eq. ~5a!, exy , exs , andess, respectively, are the interac-
tion energy between the segments in thex and y states,
which are not neighboring along the chain, the interaction
energy between the segment in thex state and the solvent
molecules, and the interaction energy between the solvent
molecules. It is assumed that the interaction energy is due to
the dispersion force and that the relationexy52Auexxuueyyu
holds @11#. Then Eq.~5a! can be rewritten as
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2xhd52Axhhxdd.

B. Basic equations at equilibrium

The minimization condition of the free energy at equilib-
rium gives

]G
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The binding reaction of water molecules is described by
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Equation~6! gives the relation
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Equation~9! leads to
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whereV is the volume. Using this relation, we can compare
the value of (122xdd)/(122xhh) from the ratio (Vr* ) of
the gel volume in the completely deswollen state (ad51) to
that in the completely swollen state (ah51). Equation~7!
gives the relation
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where

md5T lnqd , mh5T lnqh .

When Vhh5Vhd5Vdd , the first term in Eq.~12! vanishes
andS is a monotonically increasing function ofad .

Substituting Eq.~10! into Eq. ~12!, we can obtain the
relation
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Equation ~10! gives the following relation to describe the
volume change behavior:
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C. Volume phase transition

If Vhh is larger than bothVhd andVdd it is possible thatS
is a decreasing function ofad in a certain region ofad . To
confirm this, numerical calculations of Eqs.~13! and ~14!
were carried out for the case thatn05100, z54.1,
xhh50.15,kh513, andh56. Thekh value used here is the
reported number of water molecules released from a dehy-
drating monomeric unit of the GNIPA chain@12#. The ad
dependence ofS, S0 , G, andVr is shown in Fig. 1~a! for the
cases ofVr*50.5 and 0.05. The gel volumes in both cases
are monotonically decreasing functions ofad . The curve of
S for Vr*50.05 exhibits a valley at the vicinity ofad50.99.
TheS value decreases with an increase inad at ad between
about 0.96 and 0.99. Threead values coexist for oneS value

~S is threefold degenerate with respect toad! between about
ad50.92 and 0.995, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The largest and
smallestad are stable binodal points and the intermediatead
is a metastable point. In the polymer solution, a phase sepa-
ration occurs whenS is degenerate. The separated phases in
one gel are very unstable because the stress yielded at the
phase boundary in the gel increases the free energy of the
system. WhenS increases to be degenerate, a smaller value
of binodalad hardly jumps to a larger value of binodalad ,
unless the energy to overcome the stress energy was pro-
vided. The stress energy can be regarded as an activation
energy for jumping into the other phase. Thus thead value
continuously changes in the range of smaller binodal values
with an increase inS unlessS exceeds the largest degenerate
S value. WhenS exceeds it, thead value jumps fromad
value at the peakS @ad;0.96 in Fig. 1~a!# into the largest
binodalad value ~;0.995!. In the jumping ofad , the acti-
vation energy can be provided with the difference of the free
energy of bulk water molecules from that of hydrating water
molecules to the gel whosead value is that at the peakS.
When S decreases, the jumping ofad occurs in a similar
manner from a larger binodalad value @;0.99 in Fig. 1~a!#

FIG. 1. Numerically calculated results of Eqs.~13! and~14!. ~a!
Dependence ofS, S0 , G, andVr on ad and ~b! relation betweenS
and Vr are shown. The transitions are indicated by arrows. The
broken lines in~b! show the metastable state. The ordinates ofS,
S0 , andG are expressed inT units and theVr is the volume ratio of
the gel to that in the fully swollen state. The abscissa ofad is the
degree of dehydration defined by Eq.~3a!. The parameter values
used aren05100, z54.1,xhh50.15,kh513, andh56.
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at the bottomS of the valley to a smallerad @;0.92 in Fig.
1~a!# at the bottomS value. The jumping pathways in in-
creasingS and decreasingS are indicated by arrows in Fig.
1~a!. The difference of the pathways can be observed as a
hysteresis in the experiment. The jumping ofad leads the
volume phase transition as indicated by the arrows in Fig.
1~b!, which shows the relation betweenS andVr . The tran-
sition is not observed in the caseVr*50.5. In this case,S
monotonically increases withad as shown in Fig. 1~a!. It
should be mentioned thatS0 is a monotonically increasing
function ofad for any large value of cooperativity parameter
z. Without the sharp decrease inG, that is, the large decrease
in R, the valley ofS never appears.

III. DISCUSSION

It is worthwhile to examine how quantitatively the present
theory can explain the experimental results of volume phase
transition behavior of GNIPA@8#, which is described in
terms of the chemical potential difference of water molecules
from that at the transition@9#. The transitions induced by the
temperature change and the NaCl concentration change@8#
were examined in the present study. The chemical potential
of water molecules is obtained from the relation

mW5mH2O
0 ~T!1T lnaW~C!,

wheremH2O
0 (T) and aW(C), respectively, are the chemical

potential of pure water atT and the activity of water. The
literature values of temperature-dependentmH2O

0 (T) @13# and

NaCl-concentration-dependentaW(C) @14# were used. Fig-
ure 2 shows a comparison of the experimental data with the
calculated result based on the present theory. In this calcula-
tion, the values ofVr*50.05, n05100, z54.1, xhh50.15,
kh513, andh56 were used. The values ofVr*50.05 and
n05100, respectively, are given by the observed volume ra-
tio of Vr* and the experimental condition@8#. The chemical
potential difference of water molecules from that at the tran-

sition, DmH2O
in the present theory, is given byS*2S,

whereS* is theS value at an upper transition pathway. Here
mh2md is assumed a constant. The agreement between them
is satisfactory, as shown in Fig. 2. The value ofz54.1 cor-
responds toe hd

n 2e hh
n /22e dd

n /252.1T ~5.3 kJ/mol at 30 °C!,
which is close to the transition heat of GNIPA~3.3–4.5 kJ/
mol! @6#. The value ofxdd50.497, which indicates a very
poor affinity of the dehydrated segment to water molecules,
is obtained from the value ofxhh50.15. The value ofh56
is considered to correspond tokh513 since the excluded
volume is proportional to the thickness of the hydration
layer, that is, the number of bound water molecules. The
hysteresis temperature converted from the hysteresis of
DmH2O

/T observed in the calculated result is about 0.4 °C as
the transition temperature of GNIPA is 34 °C. This value is
close to a reported value of 0.2 °C@15#. It should be men-
tioned here that the theoretical curve can be better fit to the
experimental results by adjusting the parameters in detail.

It is interesting to examine how the variation of parameter
values ofz, h, andxhh affects the deswelling and transition
behavior. Figure 3 shows the change of the transition behav-
ior with an increase inz. The transitionS values in both
processes of increasing and decreasingS decreases with an
increase in the cooperativity parameterz. The discrete vol-
ume change at the transition and the hysteresis ofS increase
asz is increased. Thez value given by Eq.~3b! increases as
2e hd

n 2e hh
n 2e dd

n increases. Thez value increases with the
strength of the hydrophobicity of the gel since the stability of
the dehydrated state increases, that is, thee dd

n value de-
creases with an increase in the hydrophobicity strength. It
should be noted that the distinction between the phase tran-
sition behavior ofN-normalpropylacrylamide gel~GNNPA!
and that of GNIPA@16# is very similar to the difference due
to the z value, as shown in Fig. 3. A more hydrophobic
normalpropyl group than an isopropyl group gives a largerz
value to GNNPA than to GNIPA. The changes of the transi-
tion behavior with an increase inh and a decrease inxhh ,
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, are similar to the behavior change
with an increase inz. The contribution of theG term toS
increases withh sinceG is proportional toh2/5, as indicated

FIG. 2. Comparison of the theoretical calculation with the ex-
periment of GNIPA. The closed and open symbols, respectively,
denote the data evaluated from the temperature induced transition
and the isothermal transition induced by changing the concentration
of NaCl. The theoretically calculated transitions are indicated by
arrows. The ordinate is the difference of theT-unit chemical poten-
tial of water molecule from that at the transition. The broken line
shows the metastable state. The parameter values used aren05100,
z54.1, xhh50.15,kh513, h56, andVr*50.05.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the volume phase transition behavior on
the z value. The transitions are indicated by arrows. TheS is ex-
pressed inT units and theVr is the volume ratio of the gel to that in
the fully swollen state. The broken lines show the metastable states.
The parameter values used aren05100,xhh50.15,kh513, h56,
andVr*50.05.
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by Eq.~13b!. The value ofVhd/Vhh increases with a decrease
in xhh for a constantVr* ~50.05!, as indicated by Eqs.~5!
and~11!. The increase ofVhd/Vhh leads an increase of theG
term contribution toS at highad . The increase of the dec-
rement rate ofG againstad accompanied by the increases of
G has nearly the same effect on the transition behavior as the
decrease of the increment rate ofS0 againstad , which is led
by the increase inz.

It is necessary for the occurrence of the volume phase
transition that the decrement rate ofG againstad is larger
than the increment rate ofS0 in a certain region ofad . The
large decrement rate ofG is led by the large decrement ofR
as indicated by Eq.~12! or ~13b!. When the decrement ofR
is reduced by the swelling perturbation on the gel system, it

is possible for the discrete change ofad to become continu-
ous, which leads to the disappearance of the transition. The
present theory expects that the phase transition of the gel
consisting of partially ionized chain becomes vague or dis-
appears when the Donnan osmotic pressure@17# swells the
gel. This has been observed in the experiments of Beltran
et al. @18# and Kawasaki, Sasaki, and Maeda@19#.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the volume phase transition behavior on
the h value. The transitions are indicated by arrows. The broken
lines show the metastable states. TheS is expressed inT units and
the Vr is the volume ratio of the gel to that in the fully swollen
state. The parameter values used aren05100, z54.1, xhh50.15,
kh513, andVr*50.05.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the volume phase transition behavior on
thexhh value. The transitions are indicated by arrows. The broken
lines show the metastable states. TheS is expressed inT units and
the Vr is the volume ratio of the gel to that in the fully swollen
state. The parameter values used aren05100, z54.1, kh513,
h56, andVr*50.05.
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